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elly Breathing

What is it

How to do it

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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• Healthy breathing moves through the body like a wave.

The breath begins by expanding the belly and then moving upward through the 
chest. It is released by letting the air flow from the chest and then the belly.

Belly breathing is slow, deep, and full; it helps us feel calm, grounded and stable.

Shallow chest breathing maintains the stress reponse while belly breathing
promotes the relaxation response.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

When practicing belly breathing, put one hand on your abdomen and one hand on 
your chest, close or lower your eyes.

Now let go, breathe out slowly and feel the wave ebbing; the balloon emptying and 
your chest and belly flattening. 

The more fully you exhale, the easier it is to breathe in deeply.

With every breath imagine you are connecting to the universe. 

eat e in elaxation  eat e o t tension.

Allow the breath to move up like a wave to expand the chest. 

•

First, breathe out fully. Then, slowly breathe in, letting your belly expand. Imagine 
you are gently filling up a balloon in your belly. 

•

a ti e eat ing t is a  o   min tes t i e a a .•
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BELLY BREATHING (CONTINUED)

Variation  Box Breathing 
Box Breathing incorporates brief holding of breath after breathing in and out.  This is 
very useful during severe anxiety or panic to slow down the breath and prevent 
hyperventilation.

Count 
1-2-3-4

Count 
1-2-3-4

HOLD
Count

1-2(3-4)

HOLD
Count 
1-2(3-4)

Box
Breathing
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BREATHE OUT

BREATHE IN
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Body Scan

What is it

How to do it
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•

•

Body scan is a relaxation exercise that can quickly highlight areas of tension. 

   o s on a o  a ea an  noti e et e  o  eel tension in t at pa t o  t e o .

2  Where there is tension, imagine that your breath goes into that part of the body. 
As you breathe out, the tension is released with your breath.

•

You can take 30 seconds or 5 minutes to do a body scan, which makes it useful in a 
variety of settings and situations.

•

It is simila  to passi e elaxation in t at o  o s on t e o  an  eat e into ea  
o  pa t  eleasing tension it  t e o t eat .  

o  s an in ol es s anning o  o  om eet to ea  an  oing t o steps o  
ea  o  pa t:
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Grounding

What is it?

•

How to do it
• One option is to sit in a chair with your feet flat on the floor and your hands placed

palms down on the large muscles of your thighs. Gently press your feet into the
floor for a few moments and release. Feel your strength.

• Alternatively, you can ground while walking or standing. Just become aware of your
feet firmly planted beneath you.

• To calm the mind and help to focus in the present, take some deep breaths while
repeating a calming statement. Choose one thought that you repeat each time you
do the grounding, so that saying it becomes a habit. For example:

 “I AM LEARNING TO STAY IN THE PRESENT.”

“THIS IS ME. I AM HERE. I AM ALIVE. I WILL COPE.”

“I AM LEARNING TO COPE.”

• You could also ground by breathing and focusing on a detailed description of an
object in your environment (e.g., colour and shape).

CONTINUED ON NEXT AGE 
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Grounding includes calming and centering methods that help you to become more 
present in your body and connected to earth and the present moment. Like a tree rooted 
in the ground, it connects you with your power source and reminds you of your strengths 
and ability to cope.

You can do a more extensive sensory grounding referred to as "5-4-3-2-1" using
what you see, what you hear and what you feel. Start by naming five things you
see, five things you hear, and five things you feel. Repeat this process with four
things, then three, then two, then one. You may repeat items.

In extreme states of emotions you can use a ziplock bag with four or five ice 
cubes and a bit of water  and apply it to your upper cheeks for about 30 seconds. 
Ta e a ea  o  a e  se on s an  e appl  at least t ee times. This technique 
is found to be most effective if the ziplock bag is also wet on the outside and if you 
sit, bend forward and hold your breath while you apply it.

•



F rt r c l i   c t ri  i  r  i cl  i  t  r r t

PHYSICAL
Breathing   

Touch, massage 
Exercise   
Walking   
Dancing    
Singing  
a m at

EMOTIONAL
 Family
Friends 

Community 
 Affection
Talking
Sharing

Creative expression 

MENTAL
 Laughing, humour 

 Beliefs, values 
Meditation

Mindfulness
Cultural knowledge  

Learning
Affirmations

S IRIT AL
Ceremonies 
Lig t an les
Faith, prayer

Elders, healers
Connecting with personal spirit 

M si  singing
Nat e
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S ti   c   r l   tr    t  l  
c cti  it  r l  r li   r tr t

GROUNDING  (CONTINUED)
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Mindfulness Meditation

What is it

How to do it

CONTINUED ON NEXT AGE 
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Meditation is a structured practice of concentrated focus upon a sound, object, 
is ali ation  t e eat  o  mo ement in o e  to in ease a a eness o  t e p esent 

moment. It is pa ing attention on p pose  to t e p esent non gementall . It also 
e es st ess  p omotes elaxation  an  en an es inne  alan e an  pea e o  min .

•

It is helpful to set a special time aside each day to practice meditation. You can start 
with  to  min tes a a  in easing to  min tes o e  time. It an also e elp l 
to p a ti e at t e same time an  pla e ea  a . 

•

Posture

Seat – find a solid, grounded, stable position on a chair or cushion

– let body relax in the position, not too tight and not too loose

Feet     –  flat on the floor (grounded)

Hands –  hands on thighs, palms down (grounded) 

Back    – as straight as possible

Chest  – soft/open

Ears     –  above shoulders

Chin     –  ever so slightly in towards the chest

Jaw  – relaxed

Mouth   –  slightly open, like “ah”

Tongue –  softly touching roof of mouth

Eyes     –  open and gazing downward, using soft focus

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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MINDFULNESS MEDITATION (CONTINUED)

Breath

Thoughts

Variation
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• Notice your breath going in and out. Not forcing or changing it — just noticing it.

• Increase the length of the out breath. Each time you breathe out, allow yourself to
let go and relax.

• Occasionally check your body posture, and then go back to paying attention to your
breath.

• It's natural that thoughts will arise, and your mind will wander. That’s okay.

• It may be a thought, an image, or an emotion — just label it all “thinking” and bring
your attention back to the “In and Out” of the breath.

• Be very kind to yourself when you notice your mind wandering. Gently say to
yourself “thinking” and bring your attention back to the breath.

WALKING MEDITATION

• Walk slowly, hands in front or by sides as you would usually walk.

• Pay attention to your body; feel a sense of ease.

• With each step, feel the sensations of lifting your foot, moving it forward then placing
it on the ground.

• Notice when the mind has wandered away, label it “thinking” and bring your attention
back to your body and to moving each foot.

• You can say “lifting, swinging, placing” to yourself to help stay focused on your
body.

Paying attention to the in breath and out breath also helps you stay focused on your
body in the present moment.

•
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Mindfulness

What is it
• Mindfulness is experiencing the present moment in a non-judgemental way. It is 

paying attention with a welcoming and allowing attitude…noticing whatever we are 
experiencing in our thoughts, behaviour, and feelings.

• Making changes in our life begins with awareness. Awareness means paying
attention to what we are doing, thinking and feeling. We then have the option to
either accept things or change things.

• Practicing mindfulness teaches us to relax and remain alert in the midst of the
problems and joys of life. It encourages us to pause in the moment and respond to
life with curiosity and a welcoming attitude.

How to do it
• The practice of mindfulness focuses on four areas: body, emotions, thoughts, and

inner self or soul.

• Begin by becoming aware of your breath; simply notice the sensations of the breath
in the nose, throat, lungs, or belly. Follow the breath just as it is. The goal is not to
change it but only to observe and be mindful of each breath.

• Mindfulness can then extend to noticing:

- body sensations such as pain, pleasure, heat, cold, tension, relaxation

- emotions such as fear, anger, sadness, happiness

- thoughts that arise in the mind in the form of sentences, words, fragments, or images

- connection with the inner self and universe

This practice can then continue as you move through your day, becoming more and
more aware as you go through your daily activities.

By staying in the present we are less likely to get caught up in worries about the
future or regrets over the past.

•

•

•

The purpose is to fully experience and be aware of whatever may arise within you.
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One Minute Stress Break
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Passive Relaxation
What is it

How to do it

Variations
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•

•

• With regular practice you will increase the benefits of relaxation.

Passive relaxation is a relaxation exercise that uses deep breathing and a body 
scan, taking about 15 to 20 minutes.

• Get into a comfortable position. Close your eyes and concentrate on deep breathing
for a few minutes.

• Focus your attention on each body part (feet, legs, buttocks, belly, back, hands,
arms, shoulders, neck, jaw, eyes, scalp).

• Breathe into each area, connecting with the universe as you breathe out tension and
breathe in relaxation.

• You may wish to use relaxing music or utilize a pleasant scent such as a s ente
an le.

• While you are relaxing, think of a special place in nature. Imagine what you see,
hear, smell, taste and feel. Let yourself experience your special place through your
senses.

• You may find these statements helpful by repeating them to yourself for each body
part:

“My. . . . . . . . . . . .(name body part) is warm.”

“My. . . . . . . . . . . .(name body part) is heavy.”

“My. . . . . . . . . . . .(name body part) is relaxed.”

It tea es o  to e ogni e tension in o  o  an  to t ain t e m s les to elax.
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Stress Busters

What is it

How to do it
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• Shorter exercises allow you to relax and/or release tension quickly in a variety of
different settings (e.g. at lunch break, at a meeting, while waiting in line at a store,
at a red light etc.)

• You can use these short exercises to calm yourself before, during or after stressful
situations, and maybe even prevent a stress response.

• Find the examples that suit you best.

• Take a few deep belly breaths.

• Sigh.

• Laugh.

• Yawn, unclench or move your jaw.

• Shrug your shoulders several times.

• Relax your shoulders.

• Gently massage your temples.

• Raise your eyebrows and hold them up until the count of 3; release and repeat
several times.

• To relieve eye strain, rub your palms briskly together, cup hands and place them
over open or closed eyes.

• With open or closed lids, rotate your eyes in circles slowly, top, right side, bottom,
left side; relax and reverse. Repeat 3 times.

• Neck roll: Always move your neck very gently and slowly. Let your chin drop down
to the center of your chest. Keeping your chin close to your body, slowly move your
head to look over your left shoulder. Slowly return to center and repeat on the
right side.

• Stretch.

• Use prayer or positive affirmations.


